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PERSPECTIVES

Examples of how political, economic, and social problems
can be solved by The Creed of Freedom.
● Gun Control; Everything there is to know in 99words.
● Fiat Money OK if created by politicians, not bankers?
● Anarcho Capitalism; No need for the state?
● Socialized Medicine; Are the poor helped or harmed?
● Should immoral and repugnant lifestyles be outlawed?
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APPENDIX
● Hall of Honor
● Freedom Force Symbols
● Freedom Force History
● Member Benefits and Perks
● Nexus (communications center)
● Bylaws
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CONTENTS

BASICS
What you need to know as a member of Freedom Force
● Our Mission
● Collectivism
● The Creed of Freedom
● Our Strategy (don’t go into battle without one)
● Organizational structure
● The Freedom Academy - Introduction
● The Code of Conduct
● Membership
● Leadership

Q&A

relating to core principles and leadership
● What comes first, authority or power?
● What part does religion play in Freedom Force?
● What part does science play in Freedom Force?
● Are Jews, Masons, and Jesuits the problem?
● What attacks and slander lie ahead?
● Was Griffin with The John Birch Society?
● Is the U.S. a corporation? If yes, so what?
● Why vote when vote machines are rigged?
● How important is the right-of-petition?

ACADEMY

CONTENTS

Freedom Academy course categories and sampling of
source materials
IDEOLOGY

● The Chasm: If we wish to defend liberty, we must
know who the enemy is and where the battle lines are
drawn. Source document for The Creed of Freedom.
● The Law: The fallacies of collectivism were identified
over a hundred years ago in the French parliament.
● Freedom in One Lesson: Authority cannot exceed its
source; an amazingly simple and self-evident principle
that challenges collectivism at every level.
ECONOMICS

● Economics in One Lesson: To determine the merits of
any action, consider the long-term impact on everyone
rather than the short-term impact on those who benefit.
● The Mainstream of Human Progress: Bursts of
productivity and intellectual output have occurred only
within societies with minimal government interference.
MONEY

● The Creature from Jekyll Island: When fiat money
becomes the only choice, the results are loss of freedom
and legalized plunder of the common man.
STRATEGY

● And Not A Shot Was Fired: In 1989 Czeckloslovakia
was conquered through the ballot box and parliamentary
action. The same tactics are still used around the world.
● The Starfish and the Spider: Leaderless organizations,
such as Wikipedia and YouTube, have many advantages
in the liberty movement.

